NEMESIS
Our nemesis is here. Get ready to meet your rival.
But, the journey is tough and full of challenges.
Hence, to conquer your nemesis, your chariot needs
to be tough, agile and fully prepared.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
1. MAX Dimensions of the bot - 28cm x 28cm x 28cm.
2. Remote for the bot can be wired or wireless.
3. max 4 members per group.
4. ARENAS given in this document are tentative.
5. EVENT START DATE - 18th JANUARY, 2017.

PROBLEM DEFINITION
Round 1
You are on your way to your nemesis.
Your RC-controlled bot needs to traverse an arena in
the minimal time compared to others, in order to qualify
for the next round.
Wait, It can't be that easy.

Statement
The bot has to start from 'START' position, and traverse
the path, that is surrounded by blue and red dominos.
The timer will stop as soon as the bot reaches 'FINISH'
position.
Rules
1. A Time penalty will be added every time a blue domino
is knocked down, or in case of any handtouch.
2. In the case of deviation, or if any red domino is
knocked over, your bot needs to resume from the
previous checkpoint.
Round 2
You are at your enemy's gate. All you need to do now is
to unlock the gate, and for that,
Your bot needs to place the numbered blocks in the
sequence given. However, you need to do this faster than
your opponent bot to proceed to the final round.

Statement
After the timer starts,
1. Bot A needs to place the numbered red blocks in
their sequence, in the slots of 'Blue Zone'.
2. Bot B needs to place the numbered blue blocks in
their sequence, in the slots of 'Red Zone'.
Rules
1. Sequence of blocks will be allotted to you.

2. Two bots will compete against each other.
3. The bot which completes the sequence first ,wins and
qualifies for the final round.
Round 3
This is where you will finally meet your enemy.
details of this round is a surprise and will be given on
the event start date i.e. round 1.
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